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Gunsmith is a industrial management experience where you start your own arms manufacturing company. You begin by picking
a small empty factory that you want to start your journey in.
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From here you apply and acquire licences to begin making your first military grade items. You will build up your factory by
unlocking machines and technologies. At the start you will have very little and the government will not allow you to produce
more serious items until your reputation has grown. With what you are allowed to do however, you can start to produce some

products.

You will start of by being able to make small almost harmless things such as combat boots, combat trousers, combat vests with
no amour. Once you start to fulfill these orders you will have the opportunity to apply to unlock even more licences to expand

your factory and make new and deadlier items. Eventually you will be granted a licence to manufacture armor, then
ammunition, then firearms, explosives and the list goes on and on.

This is not the only thing however. You will build up a reputation with your clients from around the globe. They may ask for
certain items that might not be technically legal, or they may want to pay you in diamonds, cash or gold. If you choose to do
business with such people that's up to you as an arms dealer. They will always offer you a very attractive price as they will be

paying for anonymity.

How will you transport the goods? Illegal arms usually travel in illegal ways and this is something you will have to consider
depending on whom you chose to do business with.

Gunsmith does not just stop at manufacturing, it continues on into the political sphere, providing you with the opportunity to
manipulate global situations, push politicians into certain ways and cause conflicts on the basis of selling more arms to create

even more profit. ( This is by no means inspired by anything that is currently happening in the world today )

It will be up to you as a Gunsmith to overcome all these challenges and ultimately saturate the market and make as much profit
as possible. How you do this will be up to you.
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Title: Gunsmith
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Seacorp Technologies
Publisher:
Seacorp Technologies
Release Date: 25 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-4340 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 6 GB RAM GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce GTX 660 2GB / AMD Radeon HD 7850 2GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Russian
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I LOVED this game in early access; I've been extremely intersted in what it has to say, & the unique style. That being said since
I've bought this game I CANNOT GET IT TO WORK. I can't select anything so I can't start or even exit without puling up tast
manager. I'm extremely frustrated. I would really appreciate some help as it's slightly likely this is purely my own ignorance..
One of the best scary games in the world. WHERE IS THE THIRD RADIO PART????. Purchased this and not showing up in
my library. I didn't like the game as much as I hope I would.

Don't get me wrong; the graphics are superb, the sound & music well made, and everything seems to be in order... but not
quite.There are a few -but critical- gameplay errors that entirely spoil the -otherwise very well put- experience.

First of all, the game is a bit confusing as to what it wants you to do.There are message banners across the levels, but nobody
cares to read when you are surrounded by myriads of enemies and/or you want to blow them up.After all, it's a shoot'em up,
right?

The same applies to the buy menu.I simply don't understand what costs how much, what needs to be upgraded first to proceed,
basically, it looks like a mixed mess of numbers, icons, bars, etc.It needs to be clean, not confusing.

Secondly, it's the power of the weapons that leads to rationing of shots.The energy weapon, that is the mainstay of your craft, is
quite weak.On the contrary, the matter weapon, is faster, and deals better damage with shielded enemies.However since it's got a
finite amount of shots (while the energy weapon recharges albeit very slowly) you have to be careful not to waste precious
ammo by spraying fire on the level.If you do, you can easily find yourself either out of ammo, or in wiat for your weaker gun to
recharge.Not good.

Consequently, you have to reserve your ammo for the shielded enemies,Which is dowright bad design in such a type of game
because, you have to keep track & remember what type of weapon to use on which enemy to make the best out of your guns.All
that while maneouvering to avoid enemy fire , and shooting back to a lot of small sized targets.That makes life difficult,
especially during the initial levels.You may overcome this by upgrading your weapons, but the buy menu again doesnt help.

That's about it.Sorry if I tired you out with my review.

EDIT:
I replayed the game, still find it terrible.One thing I should add to my previous review, is that I hate the fact that the game has 4
(yes, four) different fire buttons.2 for the main guns and another 2 for the drones (yes the game allows you to have those too)
-AND a special ability button-.Needless to say, how much confusing it is to remember what button to press at any appropriate
time.Again bad design prevails.This control scheme was made with a console controller in mind (I think the game has native
support for the Xbox device).The rest of us that play with a keyboard we can throw ourselves in front of a bus.

Hopefully Jets and Guns is released later this month, and everyone will be able to make comparisons.. There is something to be
said about games that involve teaching real skills that can be utilized in the real world. I love anatomy and physiology games,
psychology games and the like. Particularly since I worked in the health field for many years. This game is an excellent example
of application of a real world skill that is taught in a particularly fun way: a Fox!
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  If you're interested in investing ten minutes or more a day learning a viable skill to help with pain, a.d.h.d, Anxiety, focus and
many other conditions, this is a fantastic resource.

 Great game, guys. Thank you. One of my favourite games as it was the first 'ptsd simulator' I've played, honestly the
atmosphere on the makes this game a must have on pc in my opinion.. install then uninstall
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Follow our curator page "First Person Exploration and Puzzle Games" for more games like this!Basically the
same as "We Were Here" (which is free), but buggier.

The in-game radio didn't work well, so we had to use discord to communicate.

The first puzzle is artificially difficult because the game lies to you, so you need to guess the correct solution.
The second puzzle is difficult only because it's broken; half the time the water doesn't stop rising when it's
supposed to (and stays risen even after resurrecting). After several more poorly-designed puzzles, we eventually gave
up because the riddles+tables puzzle appeared to be completely broken (the items you need to pick up are in a random
order, unrelated to the order given in the book)

I love this genre, but both the puzzle-design and the programming are too poorly done to recommend this game. I'd
recommend instead checking out similar multiplayer puzzlers: We Were Here, We Were Here Too, and Last Will..
found no one in the multy player. Great sequel, the path is not evident and clear to beat. My favourite Choice of
Games so far.. Stunning Cosplay photos taken by two Cosplay models for Lord Sky Fox and Mori, beautifully done
with a high resolution camera to offer as gorgeous photos, real value for money here.Again this item sells so cheap
for what it offers, it really is a must have to either complete your bundle or merely support these awesome developers..
I was a big fan of Conflict, and this game is far from the old conflict i've played.

Pros:
-Changed perspective to First-Person
-Better Graphic (i guess)
-Difficulty is harder

Cons:
-No 4 player co-op, got 2 player co-op instead...
-The gameplay is a bit more Unrealistic, unlike the old game
-fixed weapons
-Bad animation
-Bad Story (not really, but it is for me)
and the worse of all
-Original player is nowhere to be seen. So cool and motivational movie.. Very fun game, highly recommend!

Unlockables Update!:
Hey everyone! This is the first of many updates! I'm currently working on an update including unlockables such as
passives for use any time you play without having to buy them each run!

 Feel like punching enemies with fire or lightning!?

 I got you!

 This will also include some bug fixes as well as some cosmetic changes! This update will be available over the next
few days or so!
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I've got a lot planned and it's so exciting to see things moving along!. ✌ Johnny Rocket Tiny Mortals VR Style
Update!:
Hello guys! Check out the latest update which includes:

 Prettier effects, New Explosions, New Fire Effect, New Bullet Effects, New Power Up Effects

New Passive Abilities that make punching your enemies much more satisfying! Use the gold you earned
slaying enemies at the game console in the living room at the main menu!

Increased the potency of the Gatling Gun power up by increasing the rate of fire and size of bullets. Pew Pew!

Also some minor bug fixes.
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Currently working on:

 New Stage that will take place in a small town which will include Destructible Buildings and Stage Hazards to
toss your foes into!

I intend to enhance the graphics as well so the game doesn't look so simple while still remaining a low poly
environment! Let me know what you think!
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